
I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous vehicles intended for transportation within industrial areas make one of the ways, in which the automated driving technology evolves [1] . Vehicles of this type drive along routes predefined in their operating schedules. This provides an improved accuracy of vehicle positioning especially in locations where satellite navigation systems have clear receiving and the routes are provided with appropriate marking. This, however, does not exclude necessity of alternative navigation methods substituting satellite signals in case they become unavailable or weak. Usually, such methods involve machine vision [2] , [3] and/or calculation of the trajectory and heading by means of in-vehicle measurements of kinematic parameters such as wheel rpms and the yaw rate [4] - [10] . The crucial role of these methods for automated driving is appreciated in the present work; however, their analysis lies beyond the scope of the article.
The article focuses on the elaboration and virtual testing of a path-tracking controller intended for an experimental autonomous vehicle operating within industrial zones. The main feature of this vehicle's operation is driving within areas having limited room for maneuvering, at relatively low velocities not exceeding 25 km/h. The main driving automation functions of the vehicle are: -Longitudinal control maintaining requested velocity and distance to surrounding objects featuring detection (by means of the machine vision) and response to appearing obstacles in order to prevent collisions. -Lateral control, i.e. path tracking using a navigation system and the machine vision. Considering these functions as control systems, it is plain to see that the second one is more complicated. Usually, it requires involving adaptive control methods, which take into account vehicle characteristics, which are non-linear and uncertain at least to some extent, and surrounding conditions that can include poorly observed factors such as the tire-road adhesion. In elaboration and calibration of a path-tracking controller, it is of particular interest to simulate the vehicle automatically driving along the same trajectory and at the same speed as have taken place during a physical test previously conducted by a human driver. One can compare the results of such a simulation with the steering wheel control performed by a human driver. Conclusions drawn from this comparison can help to improve the regulator design and its performance or eliminate its shortcomings. In the described work, this approach was elaborated and implemented while designing a path-tracking regulator for the above-mentioned experimental autonomous vehicle. The sequel of the article is organized as follows. The next section describes the mathematical model of vehicle dynamics employed for elaboration and studying of the path tracking control system. The following section gives a brief overview of the experimental vehicle being developed and the vehicle currently used for prototyping of the automated driving system. The further sections present validation of the model, description of the path-tracking controller, and virtual testing of the controller using experimental data. The closing section presents the conclusions drawn from the conducted work and outlines further steps towards the fully functional driving automation system to be the main outcome of the described project.
II. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF VEHICLE DYNAMICS
A thorough description of the vehicle dynamics model used in this work is presented in [11] . This article describes it in fewer details. The model has been derived from a mechanical system consisting of five lumped masses: the vehicle mass and four rotating masses of the wheels. The model uses coordinate systems of three types: the stationary system associated with the road plane, the moving system associated with the vehicle body (index "v" is attached to the corresponding variables), and the moving systems associated with individual wheels (indices "w" are assigned to the corresponding variables). In addition, the variables related to individual wheels bear indices , where i is the axis number, and j is the number of the wheel belonging to i-th axis.
The vehicle dynamics is described by a system of the following equations:
where is the vehicle mass, and , and are the components of the vehicle acceleration and velocity vectors in the center of gravity (CoG) projected onto vehicle's longitudinal and lateral axes respectively; and are the vehicle yaw rate and yaw angle respectively; and are the components of the tire force vector projected onto vehicle's longitudinal and lateral axes respectively;
is the yawing moment exerted by the -th wheel, is the vehicle yaw inertia; is the longitudinal projection of the air drag force;
is the wheel rotational inertia;
is the wheel angular speed; is the wheel torque;
is the wheel normal force; is the longitudinal component of the tire force projected onto the wheel coordinate system; is the wheel radius.
The forces and moments, which constitute right sides of the equations, are functions of vehicle's kinematic variables. The latter can be derived from the kinematic model, a fragment of which (for the front left wheel) is shown in Fig. 1 .
Fig. 1. Schematic to calculate the vehicle kinematic variables
With the longitudinal and lateral CoG velocities and the yaw rate calculated by the system (1), the projections of the wheel linear velocity onto the vehicle coordinate system read:
where is the wheel track and is the distance between the CoG and the wheel axis. In (2) "+" is applied for the left wheels. In (3) "+" is applied for the front wheels. The indices are omitted here and below for brevity.
The sideslip angle is calculated by the following expressions:
where is the steering angle of the wheel, is the steering wheel angle, is the ratio of the steering mechanism.
Having the projections and calculated, one can obtain the magnitude of the wheel velocity vector:
. Given this velocity, the sideslip angle, and the wheel angular speed, one can calculate the rolling radius and the longitudinal slip of the wheel [12] :
where is so-called effective rolling radius, which is defined when the wheel is in the free-rolling mode.
Assuming that both the longitudinal slip and the sideslip angles are relatively small (which takes place in low-speed maneuvering at high-adhesion surfaces), the tire forces in the wheel coordinate system and the tire aligning moment ( ) can be calculated as follows: , ,
. In these formulae, and are the longitudinal and lateral tire-road adhesion coefficients respectively, is the tire pneumatic trail. Calculation of the adhesion coefficients and the pneumatic trail is made by a renowned empirical tire model called the Magic Formula [12] . The tire forces and the aligning moment calculated by this model are translated into the vehicle coordinates using the equation system: The following sign convention applies for the third equation of this system: the first term is taken with "+" for the left wheels, the second term is taken with "+" for the front wheels.
III. THE EXPERIMENTAL VEHICLES
The experimental vehicle to be converted into an autonomous one was derived from a chassis of a production commercial vehicle, which has undergone substantial modifications [13] (see Fig. 2 ). The most noticeable of these is removing of the cabthe vehicle is not supposed to be piloted by a human at all. Other modifications included replacement of a conventional powertrain by an electric one consisting of a traction electric drive, a traction battery, and a number of auxiliary systems [14] . Since such deep modifications require a substantial time for implementation, a substitute vehicle (hereafter called the prototyping vehicle) was involved in order to elaborate a prototype of the automated driving system by the time the modified cargo chassis will be available. The vehicle provided by the project's customer is a passenger car ( Fig. 3 ) equipped with an automatic transmission. Being somewhat far from analogous to a cargo vehicle, the car was nevertheless considered suitable for initial establishment of the automated driving system.
Fig. 2. Modified chassis of a cargo vehicle to be equipped
with the automated driving system Fig. 3 . The vehicle used for prototyping of the automated driving system In order to build the automated driving system, a number of modifications were introduced into the prototyping vehicle. The automation of the longitudinal control is implemented by a drive-by-wire accelerator pedal and an automated hydraulic braking system. While in the autonomous mode, the signal of the accelerator's position sensor is replaced by its counterpart sent by the driving automation control system. The automation of the braking system consisted in installation of a solenoid module with electronic controls into the hydraulic braking circuit. Driven by an external command signal, the module regulates the pressure within the circuit. Steering automation was implemented through the torque control of the electric power-steering system.
The tool employed for acquiring and logging of driving trajectories and for providing a positioning feedback into the path-tracking controller is a global navigation satellite system (GNSS) being one of the intensively elaborated means to control autonomous vehicles [4] - [7] , [15] . The antennas of this system, installed on the vehicle's roof, can be seen in Figure 3 . The system utilizes the real time kinematic (RTK) methods, which are known for high accuracy of the objects' positioning and also frequently considered in the literature on autonomous vehicles [5] , [6] , [16] . The used GNSS also measures the yaw angle and the over-ground velocity by means of the Doppler's effect.
The second source of information about the vehicle's motion and its systems' operation is the onboard CAN bus. In particular, the driving automation control system uses the following signals obtained from this bus: vehicle velocity, wheel rpms, longitudinal and lateral accelerations, yaw rate, steering wheel angle, and angular speeds of the engine and gearbox shafts. In combination with the GNSS data, these signals form a comprehensive state vector of the vehicle dynamics.
Prior to outdoor tests, the vehicle underwent a number of laboratory measurements, including weighing, sizing, determining of the steering ratio characteristics, and some others. The outdoor tests were conducted at a horizontal, asphalt-covered circular track. The testing program included maneuvering with small turning radii at velocities up to 25 km/h.
IV. VALIDATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
In order to validate the model of vehicle dynamics, the tests performed at the track were simulated. In the validating simulations, the trajectory control of the model was driven by the experimental signal of the steering wheel angle logged from the vehicle's CAN bus. The longitudinal vehicle velocity was controlled indirectly by means of unknown input observers, which calculated the wheel torques based on the rpm signals logged from the CAN. The details on the observer's design and functioning can be found in [11] .
The adequacy and accuracy of the modeling were estimated through a comparison between the calculated and measured variables that characterize the vehicle dynamics. Figure 4 shows an example simulating one of the test-track maneuvers, where the vehicle was steered along the track's perimeter. The following variables are presented from the top to bottom of the figure: longitudinal velocity, longitudinal acceleration, steering wheel angle, yaw rate, and lateral acceleration.
Fig. 4. Comparison between the simulation results and the experimental data for a maneuver performed at the test track by a human driver
In the CAN-acquired experimental data, both longitudinal and lateral accelerations as well as the yaw rate were measured directly by the sensors of the electronic stability control system. The steering angle was measured by a position sensor of the electric power steering system. Comparing the simulation results to the experimental data one can conclude that the model adequacy and accuracy are acceptable. Having similar results obtained for a number of maneuvers, the model of vehicle dynamics was considered appropriate for using in elaboration of the path tracking control system.
V. PATH-TRACKING CONTROL SYSTEM
In the literature on the automated path-tracking control, a number of adaptive control techniques are described and proposed including scheduled gain PID regulators [17] , model-based optimal regulators [18] , fuzzy logic [19] , and sliding mode regulators [20] . Selection of the regulator type for using in this work can be found in [21] . This section describes the regulator only briefly. In estimation of unmeasured external factors like the tire-road adhesion using observers is a prevailing practice; however, the type of regulator employed in this work, being highly adaptive "by the nature", does not require such observers.
The elaborated path-tracking control system makes use of sliding mode control [22] , [23] , [24] implemented by a relay regulator described by the following expression:
where is the gain of the relay, and is the sliding surface. In so-called "ideal" sliding mode, the gain has infinite magnitude making the frequency of relay switching infinite as well [22] . However, this obviously cannot be implemented in actual systems; therefore, the gain is set sufficiently large to approach the regulator operation to the "ideal" sliding mode as close as possible. The sliding surface defines a locus in the regulation error's state space. The phase trajectory of the system moves along this surface in the "ideal" sliding mode and dwells in some vicinity of this surface in actual sliding modes. The mathematical expression for the sliding surface usually constitutes a linear combination of the tracking error and its derivatives. In the case of the described path-tracking controller, this expression reads as follows:
where is the path-tracking error, and and are parameters defining the orientation of the sliding surface within the state space. The tracking error is defined in accordance with the schematic shown in Fig. 5 . The regulator's reaction to changes in the curvature of the reference trajectory should be preventive. In order to achieve this, the tracking error is calculated in a certain distance ahead of the vehicle, in a location called the observation point. The distance between this point and the reference point of the GNSS has to be variable being a function of the vehicle velocity and the curvature of the reference path. The reference trajectory is approximated by a piecewise linear function. A segment of this trajectory that is the nearest to the observation point is projected onto the vehicle coordinate system. The intersection of this segment with the lateral axis, which originates from the observation point, gives the tracking error .
Fig. 5. Path-tracking kinematics
Reference trajectories and feedback data for the path-tracking regulator are obtained from the coordinates of the location where the master antenna of the GNSS is mounted. Raw data provided by the GNSS include coordinates in the geocentric system (ECEF), latitude and longitude, and yaw angle. The path-tracking control system operates in two coordinate systems: the stationary system bound to the road surface, and the moving system bound to the vehicle. Translation of raw data into these systems is performed by means of the transfer matrices [4] . The axes of the stationary coordinate system are oriented towards North, East and upwards forming so-called ENU system, which relates to the ECEF system as follows:
where and are the longitude and the latitude of the location. The ECEF coordinates with indices "0" correspond to the origin of the trajectory.
The obtained ENU coordinates of the master antenna together with the yaw angle allow calculating the ENU coordinates of the observation point:
At the next step, the endpoints of the nearest trajectory's segment are projected from the ENU system onto the moving system, which originates at the observation point:
where and are the ENU coordinates of the considered endpoint;
and are the coordinates of the -th endpoint in the moving system. For the given segment of the trajectory having two endpoints, takes values 1 and 2.
The result of this projecting is a line defined by two points in the moving coordinate system. The path-tracking error , being an intersection of this line with the lateral axis "y-obs" (see Figure 5 ), is given by:
where is the inclination parameter of the line. As the vehicle moves along the considered linear section of the trajectory, the intersection approaches to one of the endpoints and eventually coincides with it. When this happens, the algorithm switches to the next section. In this manner, the algorithm follows along the reference trajectory. Since the algorithm looks for the nearest section of the trajectory, there is no risk of missing the trajectory due to "jumping" over segments or substantial deviations from the reference path. This feature also allows entering the trajectory from any intermediate point or from a point lying in some (reasonable) distance outside the trajectory.
VI. TESTING OF THE PATH-TRACKING CONTROLS USING EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The path-tracking system described in the previous section was implemented within the model of vehicle dynamics. The regulator parameters were being adjusted in course of simulations in order to attain an appropriate vehicle behavior when moving along a specified trajectory. In doing this, both real-world and computer-designed reference trajectories were used, however, the former are of particular interest since they allow for comparison between simulation of automated driving and physical tests performed by a human driver. Figure 6 demonstrates the simulation results for the above-described maneuver with replacement of the human control by the automatic control of the path-tracking system. The vehicle trajectory logged by the GNSS during the field test was converted into the reference path for the regulator. The arrangement of the plots is the same as in Figure 4 except for the removed longitudinal acceleration and the added vehicle trajectory. The simulated trajectory visually almost coincides with the reference onethe deviations do not exceed 0.15 m.
Fig. 6. Comparison between the simulation results and the experimental data for a maneuver performed by a human driver (Experimental data) and the path-tracking controller (Model)
From Fig. 6 , one can see an evident resemblance between the human steering control and the automatic control performed by the path-tracking regulator. As a result, the dynamic variables of lateral motion obtained with the automatic control are close to those logged in the field test. In the same manner, a number of other road tests were simulated showing similar outcomes.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The article described and showed an implementation of an approach to virtual elaboration and testing of the path-tracking function for autonomous vehicles. The approach consists of two types of simulations, which are based on data obtained from field-testing of the vehicle. The first type implies simulation of the original test performed by a human driver. In order to simulate this, the steering wheel of the model is driven by the angle signal logged in the field test.
In the second type of simulation, the steering wheel of the model becomes driven by an automatic path-tracking regulator. The approach allows to compare the automatic control against the human control, find similarities and differences thereof, analyze pros and cons of the automatic control, and devise ways to improve it. The model of vehicle dynamics described in the article has proven its adequacy and accuracy in comparison against the experimental data obtained by direct measurements. Using this model in combination with the described simulation approach was considered correct in respect of the real-world operating conditions of the automated driving system. The model of elaborated regulator has shown the control accuracy and quality comparable to that of a human driver. The sequel of the described work implies implementation of the developed path-tracking system within the prototyping autonomous vehicle. Then the system will be integrated with other driving automation functions and undergo extensive testing and calibration. When both the driving automation system and the modified cargo chassis are completed, the system will be transferred to the chassis and adapted in accordance with the design thereof.
